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DeFiSports shall not be held liable for any losses or harm resulting
from the use of all the corresponding materials. Including written
material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell
signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses
occurred of trading assets on the financial markets
 (digital or otherwise).

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or
make a legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white
paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that
can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit
any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be
interpreted as a part of any effect that can be used in the
formation of a contract or an investment decision.

Users of the platform are entirely responsible for determining what,
if any taxes are applicable to their transactions. The technology's
owners or authors are not responsible for choosing which taxes
apply to transactions. 

It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. 
Get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or other competent law
practitioners if you have any doubts. All of the information provided
here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be construed
as a part of different contractual arrangements.

Our firm conviction is that the information provided in this white paper
is accurate and up to date and that all products, services, technical
architecture, token distribution and company timelines are authentic
and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed
without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory
agreement of advice.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

Not Advice:

Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and aren't suited for
all investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level
of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies,
tokens, or any other digital assets.

Investment risks:

Limitation of liability:

Compliance with tax obligations:
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DefiSports is working towards building the world's first sports
blockchain. Which is a system that records transactions that are
immutable in nature. Data storage, payment facilitation, and
fundraising are all attributes that can benefit the sports industry.
More specifically, DefiSports aims to target some but is not limited to
a few persisting issues present discretely in the world of sports. 

Our company, DEFISPORTS, is an aggregation of Defi strategical
systems, NFT marketplace, and metaverse all in one for crypto
enthusiasts all over the world that operates on the Ethereum
protocol. As well as, providing a plethora of platforms to make your
stay on our Platform with all the amenities, services, and products
token DEFISPORTS to ensure your trading and ease of digital asset
acquisition.

 
We are a group of young, dynamic, and versatile visionaries that
ensure many features for our users, such as low gas fees, high
transaction speeds, and safety. Nevertheless, due to our upcoming
projects, we are also considering many new and versatile practices to
carry out our vision.

ABOUT DEFISPORTS
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Several groups of minorities are targeted for their gender, financial
background, race, or sexual orientation while also attempting to
reduce the opportunities generally available to everyone. 
In the current climate, there are a lot of under-the-table deals that
do not involve the athlete in question and do a disservice to them.
This is due to the intermediaries involved that take their portion of
the cut. Solving these will create a healthy and harmonious
environment for athletes from all backgrounds.
Although, our blockchain isn't the first to be implemented but will
provide a strong foundation for many other utilities to be built upon
and operate seamlessly. Initially, we will launch on the Ethereum
blockchain while also being available cross-chain on several other
blockchains to increase the availability. Furthermore, we aim to
provide a cutting-edge NFT Marketplace, EcoTRACK, a host of P2E
games that will also integrate our limited edition athletes' NFTs and
more. The NFT Marketplace will be a unique market aggregator as it
will host and allow the trade of digital NFTs, physical NFTs, auctioned
NFTs, and merchandise NFTs. The EcoTRACK will record immutable
data on performance and other vital information. P2E games will be
our fun and interactive games that allow investors to generate funds
while enjoying themselves. Moreover, in the future stages, along with
the blockchain, a provision and integration of AR and VR technology in
the metaverse enable the user to perform a wide array of activities for
recreation and business. 

Blockchains and their subsidiaries have made a lot of
improvements in the past years and there are thousands of
examples of it how Defi and blockchains have improved the
life and lifestyle of millions of people of all categories,
ethnicities, and backgrounds. Take the case of the important
challenges in the world of sports, DefiSports is designed to
tackle the challenges with our use cases.

USECASES

ABOUT DEFISPORTS
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As people, we'll quite often be indulged in our lives, foster ourselves,
coordinate better innovation in our lives, strive for results that are
better compared to the past and eliminate any type of deterrents in
any field we dive into. In 2020, humankind confronted a regrettable
emergency, the "coronavirus" which quickly compelled organisers to
drop each sports event all over the planet, including the Olympics
2020 which was delayed. Sports organizations all over the planet
weren't ready for such a result. Fan's enthusiasm was deterred and
income streams suffered as a result of the suspension of the events by
world associations. Nonetheless, there is generally an answer for each
challenge people experience. Augmented Reality, on account of the
outcome of Pokemon Go, opened up the world to figure out the
capabilities of AR innovation. AR or Augmented Reality is an upgraded
rendition of reality made by the utilisation of innovation to overlay
advanced data on a picture of something being seen through a
gadget, (for example, a cell phone camera). Augmented Reality is
undeniably revolutionary for sports to entice fans. Not to mention, it
allows the user to view the sports tournament from angles not
possible through a screen or by attending the stadium physically,
significantly improving the experience. However, you are certainly
missing the visual substance you get on your TV screen, filling you in
regarding the sports, the foundation of the game, the partaking groups
and players, and so on. As you will pursue heading to the scene/arena,
a few arrangements are in the making which ought to take care of this
issue. Be that as it may, during such an emergency, the sports
occasions can proceed in the interim fans across the world get to
appreciate through AR Technology.

It is imperative to identify the imbalances and failures inside
frameworks to advance and adjust to a world that is continually
evolving in more than one manner. Competitors emerging from a
variety of backgrounds may experience provocation and separation
from colleagues, rivals, group staff, and observers. Sports
associations ought to have a zero-tolerance policy for racial
segregation and badgering. Supporting minority competitors by
fostering a decent support system to vocalise concerns and
thoughtfully approaching each case will cause competitors,
everything being equal, to feel more secure and more gladly
received. Settlers come from an assortment of public, racial,
financial, and, semantic foundations. With the Defi community, the
majority of these difficulties will be diminished with fans across the
world getting the option to cast a ballot. Motivators will be paid in
DefiSports' native coin or digital forms of money in the interim laying
out the DefiSports Blockchain across sports associations.

AR/VR WORLD OF SPORTS

GENDER EQUITABLE PAY
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Our venture will feature ECOTRACK which will store all records,
information, and insights on our sports blockchain, this will
make an ecosystem that is straightforward for sports
associations to scout for youthful talents all over the planet.
Subsequently, further smoothing out the most common way of
enlisting, limiting human blunder, and actually, battle
debasement as each datum, insight, and track record will be
on the DefiSports Blockchain.

A vital errand for sports directors of clubs is to establish an ideal
climate that empowers athletes to perform at their best. In corporate
finance, a higher-up or intermediaries takes a decent percentage in
commission. This typically happens a few times over as the installment
goes through different intermediaries before it is given to the athletes.
Thus receiving diminished returns in proportion to their effort. This
issue was recently raised many times yet the voices of the athletes
were unheard. Not any longer as the change from receiving
installments from fiat to digital currency will be the solution! It is
straightforward and decentralized, while no ill-conceived
arrangements can happen without assent, as sports blockchain
records and stores all information immutably. This will incentivize
athletes to work hard and stay motivated knowing they are receiving
the exact amount that they deserve.

ECOTRACK

INCENTIVES
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DEFISPORTS is a new decentralized cross-chain Defi and Metaverse
aggregator. To get the best expense for an exchange, one should
check the best cost across all the DEXs. Indeed checking isn't capable
and doesn't engage challenging trading courses and ways.
Consequently, complex DefiSports aggregator estimations are vital for
getting a decent arrangement on exchanges. Our primary task is to
offer competitive exchange rates over a specific DEX and do that in the
shortest possible time. Other huge charges are protecting customers
from esteem impact and diminishing the probability of bombarded
trades. It permits blockchains to address each other because it tends
to be utilized cross-chain. It will assist our clients with working inside
our environment and outside of our biological system, permitting them
to exchange, contribute, purchase, sell, approve, and stake any crypto
they need across the Blockchain. It would assist the clients with paying
for exchange costs when they need to trade a token.

UTILITIES

We decrease the possibility of third-party manipulation by
eliminating the requirement for brokers or other intermediaries to
sign the agreement.

Searching for a platform where gas fees are as low as possible
seems to be farfetched. No matter, that's why DEFISPORTS gives you
cross chain platform now so that you don't have to worry about high
gas fees while dealing cross-chain.

We verify and validate our Platform using our audited smart contract
which helps the Platform with tamperproof data coordination across
Blockchain decentralized architecture, increasing security and
audibility.

Our Ethereum encoded and encrypted smart contract ensures that
Defi applications and protocols integrate and are compatible with our
platforms. Developers and product teams can be built on top of
existing protocols using Defi for sports and athletes.

IMMUTABILITY:

INTEROPERABILITY:

Self-sufficiency and budget:

LOWEST POSSIBLE GAS FEES:
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The DefiSports NFT Marketplace is a one-of-a-kind market aggregator.
It offers a wide variety of services with a range of products not usually
seen in one marketplace. Thus, making it uniquely interesting and
versatile at the very least. Potentially serving as the world's leading
marketplace for all things Defi and Web 3.0 in the following years. It has
also been audited by Certik in order to ensure safety and strengthen
consumer confidence. It is also notable that our marketplace is 100%
decentralised which is advantageous as the administrative functions
over a less concentrated area. 

In it, you can buy and sell the NFTs like most other marketplaces but
also participate in auctions. Not to mention, our NFTs will come in all
forms including physical ones. Over time, the marketplace will also
purchase streaming services/rights for users to watch and offer
tickets and merchandise for sporting events. What really sets us apart
is that we provide logistics and shipping for anyone buying any NFT
that is physical. From the packaging to the shipment, everything is
taken care of.

NFT MARKETPLACE

Furthermore, the revenue generated by the NFT marketplace will
increase over time while DefiSports is established as a Sports
lifestyle brand.
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NFT MARKETPLACE

A state-of-the-art platform to buy, sell
and auction our athletes' NFTs, rare
collectibles, and merch.
Items offered and any transactions
made will be immutably stored on the
Blockchain further giving Digital
Ownership.

DIGITAL NFTS
Rare athletes nfts will be
used in Open World
(MetaVerse)

PHYSICAL NFTS MERCH
Exclusive limited edition NFT
merch designed by in house
stylists to give unique identity.

PHYSICAL NFT
Exclusive rare
collectibles items by and
from athletes that will be
auctioned with Unique
Identity.
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FOur P2E games are exclusive as not too many other projects are
successful at implementing the P2E model and turning a profit as
we focus on quality before profits. It is on the higher end of the
spectrum that is powered by blockchain technology. The economics
behind it is that when a player indulges in the P2E game, they stand
a chance to win our native token or in some rare cases, a NFT.

PLAY-TO-EARN

A game designed to entertain slot lovers due to its simple gameplay
and exciting features. With additional features that will benefit the
users with all-around opportunities to win mega prizes.

The best skill fish game has special features that customize your play
style and help you win more money. On top of excellent graphics and
large payout potential, SHOOT FISH has a few elements that make for
a smoother and more entertaining experience.

 A dice game in which players bet on the outcomes of the roll of a
pair of dice. Players can wager money against each other
or against a bank

A game designed to entertain slot lovers due to its simple gameplay
and exciting features. With additional features that will benefit the
users with all-around opportunities to win mega prizes.

Players can compete with other players online or compete on
computer. The game

TALENT FAINT:

POKER

BLOOD HERO:

FAR WEST

SHOOT FISH:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dice_game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gambling
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MERCHANDISE STORE
T-SHIRTS

Ringspun Cotton
Unisex
S-7XL
Blue, Black, Grey,
Orange and White

HOODIES

Raglan Sleeve
Unisex  
S-7XL
Blue, Black, Grey, Red
and Navy Blue

JERSEY

High Sports Material
Unisex
S-7XL
Blockchain Blue

CAPS

Baseball Cap
Unisex
Sizeable
Blue, Black, Grey, Red
and Navy Blue

https://twitter.com/kt10_official?s=20&t=XiT-85XDAMsqgMv4pwI_pw
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/MarkMugen?s=20&t=DG6Va9xTkjKp-e9XZgms6A
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
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Before the craze of the Metaverse, DefiSports was already looking
into and researching the concept of integrating AR/VR technology
into the blockchain. 
We had shared our vision with Klutch Sports, Steinberg Sports
Academy, and more. 
Putting us at the forefront of innovation. It was what we wanted to
implement as we concluded that that was lacking in the Defi space.  

The vision is to build a Virtual Reality communication hub for all
types of sports fans to get into the AR/VR world to meet their
favorite athletes, watch live games or attend the launch of new
products by sports brands. 
Moreover, construct a digital future with Defi Community as we are
on this trajectory when it comes to the evolution of communication.

Not to mention, a fully operational virtual space where the users
can interact with each other, engage in various activities, be part of
a virtual community of their liking, and play games with their peers. 
Some may even choose to operate their ventures like tutoring skills
to customers. 

In conclusion, the possibilities are endless.

DEFISPORTS METAVERSE



Responsible to broaden their outreach to include other
organizations and areas
Responsible to advertise, advocate, and expand the network of the
initiative with which they are affiliated.
Our platform's steady and gradual march to the top is our
ambassador's responsibility. 
Responsible to make contacts that can assist their companies gain
attention and expanding their prospects for growth. 
Responsible for bringing in more opportunities and chances for the
platform to prosper and the expansion of services to provide a
decent amount of exposure for the organization
Responsible to imply and instill a sense of security for our investors
inferring that their money will be safe and secure
Responsible to communicate with our investors and keep them
updated about any recent updates or advancements 
Responsible to maintain a good relationship with their investors 
Responsible to motivate, encourage and inspire others
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Our platform functions as a backbone thanks to our ambassadors. One
of the most common reasons we hire ambassadors is to raise brand
recognition, boost social marketing, and establish trust with
consumers and followers. The primary responsibility of the company's
goodwill ambassador is to raise and promote awareness and spread
the company's messages and values. The DefiSports Ambassadors are
eager to help newcomers and investors develop leadership abilities
and as a result, they are empowered to take on the following roles: Be
the voice of the youth in our community. Positive values should be
promoted. Spreading optimism and a positive attitude toward
investors allows you to engage with and encourage people.

AMBASSADORS AND THEIR ROLES

Role of DefiSports Ambassadors:
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AMBASSADORS
NONITO DONAIRE
Filipino American
Boxer 
9 Times World Boxing
Champion 
Flyweight,
Featherweight and
Bantamweight
Category

TREVOH CHALOBAH

Chelsea Club Player
Centre-back or
defensive midfielder  
Shirt No 14
British Talent

NICOLE PRATT

Pro Female Cornhole
Player
American Talent
First DefiSports
Female Ambassador

GABI CASCHILI

PEC Zwolle Club Player
Midfielder
Shirt No 18 
Dutch Talent 

https://twitter.com/kt10_official?s=20&t=XiT-85XDAMsqgMv4pwI_pw
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/MarkMugen?s=20&t=DG6Va9xTkjKp-e9XZgms6A
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centre-back
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defensive_midfielder
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AMBASSADORS

STEPHY ALVARO

Montpellier Player
Stiker
Shirt No 10
English Talent
Former Player of
Arsenal/Juventus

MARK MUGEN

Filipino UFC Fighter
ONEFC Champion
Featherweight
Division

TIMMY JONAS

KAZUKI TAKAHASHI

Pro ACL Cornhole
Champion
American Talent
First DefiSports Male
Ambassador

Pirin Blagoevgrad Club
Player
Midfielder
Shirt No 23
Japanese Talent 

https://twitter.com/kt10_official?s=20&t=XiT-85XDAMsqgMv4pwI_pw
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/MarkMugen?s=20&t=DG6Va9xTkjKp-e9XZgms6A
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OFC_Pirin_Blagoevgrad
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24.8%

Ambassadors
20%
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18%
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12%
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DISTRIBUTION
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TOKENOMICS

TOTAL SUPPLY
10,000,000,000 = 10 BILLION $DSC

RELEASE SCHEDULE

Ecosystem Company Ambassadors Team/Advisors

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

Private Sale
1.2%
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2022 ROADMAP
2022 Q1

Athletes/Partnership 
Migration to ERC20
DSC Ambassador
Program 
NFT MarketPlace
(Development)

2022 Q2

NFT MarketPlace
(Testnet) 
Certik Audit
(MarketPlace) 
CrossChain 
 (Smart Contract)

2022 Q3

Merch Release 
Athletes Release 
Press/Media
Coverage  

2022 Q4

Visit Blockchain Team
Sponsoring National
Teams 
Sign Ambassadors
 P2E  (Testnet) 
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2023 ROADMAP
2023 Q1

Marketplace Mainnet
Pitching  at Tech
Investment Show
2023 (Thailand)
Private Sale 
Certik Audit (Smart
Contract)

2023 Q2
Sign 10 new athletes
Marketing
Partnerships 
Community
AMA's/Twitter
Spaces
Introduce Athletes
NFTs
IDO'S
Airdrop Event 2023 Q3

Public Sale
DEX LAUNCH
100 Days Marketing
Plan
NFT Marketing
Partnerships
New Chain LPs
NFTs auction goes live
Mobiquity Partnership

2023 Q4

Big names join as
ambassadors
DSC Sports Roundtable
Blockchain
Development (Early
Phase)
Marketplace Progress
Annual Report
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KEVIN BILAL
CEO

Ex Hong Kong U-13/17/19
Cricketer
Equities Trader
Entreprenuer

MOUSTAPHA MASRY
COO/CTO

French Blockchain/IT
Engineer 
Former KPMG Consultant
Former BI/Data Head at SG

HERBERT R SIM
GENERAL ADVISOR

Former COO of Huobi Asia
Founder of CryptoChain
University
Mr BitcoinMan™

NAIR ABAKAR
STRATEGIC ADVISOR

Roving Ambassador of
Chad Replublic
Vice President Fifa Chad
Republic
Young African Leader

https://twitter.com/kt10_official?s=20&t=XiT-85XDAMsqgMv4pwI_pw
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/MarkMugen?s=20&t=DG6Va9xTkjKp-e9XZgms6A
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT

GLENN DENIES
SUPPLY

WESSEL SCHIPPER
COMMUNICATION

Customer Care 
Communication 
Discord / E-Sports

DANIYAL SALEEM
PR

Writer/author
Forex Trader
Communications

KIERAN EVERETT
COMMUNITY HEAD

Crypto enthusiast 
Hardcore gamer
Communications/Discord

Design
Visual advertising
Logistics

https://twitter.com/kt10_official?s=20&t=XiT-85XDAMsqgMv4pwI_pw
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/SMavididi9?s=20&t=0AsYwkzhQANYTZNunloe4w
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/TrevohChalobah?s=20&t=w2ySi3k5FBE_ZaD00y5R2g
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://twitter.com/filipinoflash?s=20&t=-qXAYrwVVAk7QLGYnN2zdg
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://instagram.com/gabicaschili?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/_nicpratt?s=20&t=5DD98NnJLErf95FGtTLjLg
https://twitter.com/MarkMugen?s=20&t=DG6Va9xTkjKp-e9XZgms6A
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ
https://twitter.com/tjcornhole?s=20&t=qMRzqRAU2veAcLxYPu4InQ

